
Carleton and Angela are seasoned Pastor’s Counselors, Coaches Author of two books

“Oh, My Knot is Coming Apart” issues that threaten even happy marriages and “I love

you but Sorry is not enough for the unfaithful how to forgive after infidelity. Founders of

Special Forces Marriage Ministries and Married Couples Coaching Couples They offer

individual, marriage and family counseling/coaching workshop and seminar and

retreats to help marriages and families with their personal or spiritual growth. They

have been newlyweds for over 44 plus years! They teach with a heart of incredible love

and wisdom and transparency. They have a passion to see the heart of Jesus invade

the lives of individuals, marriages, and families around the world.

✓ How can a marriage work after a spouse has cheated?

✓ Why can some couples recover after cheating and others can’t?

✓ We still want to make it work, now what? 

✓ Why is forgiveness important in in my marriage?

The 3 stages of forgiveness?

What People Are Saying
“Pastor’s Carleton & Angela Booker continue to this day to be excellent friends and mentors. they have 

guided us out of many storms, often even coming to our home in the middle of the night to talk and 

pray us through a heated battle”.

Jose & Melissa Mixon

“We have known Pastor Carleton and Angela Booker for about 35 years. Their love, friendship, and 

strength have stood the times of hardship, lost, test and trials in their lives and in their marriage.” 

Pastor’s Arthur & Eva Thomas

“This is not just some marriage coaching session, these session will give you the tools you need to 

have a healthy, Holy and yes happy relationship” Gabriel & Krystal Aguilar

“Carleton, and Angela are simply amazing. Your passion for each other has inspired your ability to 

speak truth about issues in marriage and bring healing to so many couples. It has been our pleasure, 

honor, and privilege to be one of those many couples”. Kevin & Michell Kern

“During the time we have known them we have been astonished watching them walking out their 

wedding vows of for better or for worst, in sickness and in health. This has been a blessing to us. It 

has helped strengthen our marriage to see marriage and not just idealistically.”

John and Sharon Smalls

Topic For Keynote and Workshop

✓ Why do married couple have affairs?

✓ How do you get over the pain, 

healing and moving on?

✓ How do really forgive and love

again?

✓ Can we really make are marriage 

work after an affair?

✓ What do a marriage look like after an 

affair?

Carleton and Angela
Marriage Coaches

Coaching couples on how to build flourishing, strong and forever marriages

Possible Interview 
Question:

Carleton and Angela unique anointing has been cultivated through life experiences that have brought great challenges and great

blessings. Carleton and Angela believe in the power of restoration and complete healing in your marriage transformation brings

revaluation. You will be blessed with the opportunity working with Pastor’s Carleton and Angela. They have been through the minefields

of marriage and have road map on how to survive them. Amen.

The Booker’s lives in Brentwood Ca. (San Francisco Bay Area) hobbies golfing, going to the movies, thrift store shopping and back yard

bar-b-q. They have 2 children Carleton II. and Erika (who is deceased @ 26) and daughter-in love Dr.Thomishia and grandson Carter and

granddaughter Truly.

Contact: info@marriedcouplescoachingcouples.com @Coaching Couples
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